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Pro-Sport Shift Kit 
Integration With EFI ECUs 

 
Introduction: 
This document is provided as a guide to integrating the Pro-Sport shift kit with EFI ECUs. 
There are a wide range of EFI ECUs with various software levels. As such this guide is 
provided as a basic resource to configuring EFI ECUs, you should refer to EFIs own ECU 
Configuration documentation and technical support for information on specific 
strategy configuration and setup. 
 
Getting Started: 
Ensure you can communicate with the ECU and have a working copy of the required EFI 
ECU software. 
 
Check that the shift-kit is installed correctly inline with the Shiftec Installation Manual.  
 
This guide contains information for configuring EFI ECUs with the optional GCU 800 
controller only as the majority of EFI ECUs do not contain transmission control strategies.  
 
Integrating GCU 800 with EFI ECUs. 
EFI ECUs support cut and blip requests via CAN and in the majority of cases have 
multiple CANBus available for communications use.  
 

1. Define the CAN Input which will be used for ignition cut on up change. This value is transmitted 
from the GCU as “CAN Cut lvl” and when scaled provides a 0-100% request for Ignition Cut/Torque 
reduction when the GCU is actively managing an up-shift.  

2. Define the CAN input which will be used for down change throttle blip. This value is transmitted 
from the GCU as “CAN Blip lvl” and when scaled provides a 0-100% request for throttle 
position/torque increase when the GCU is actively managing a down shift. 

3. Define the CAN transmit for engine RPM. By default the GCU is configured to receive this message 
on address 002 with RPM as the first 16 bits of the message. 

4. Define the CAN transmit for Throttle Position. By default the GCU is configured to receive this 
message on address 002 with TPS as the second 16 bits of the message. 

5. You will need to configure the EFI strategies for torque reduction/gear cut and down shift blip as 
required, the example calibration contains populated values BUT THESE SHOULD NOT BE USED BY 
DEFAULT. This strategy configuration is vehicle specific and EFI software level specific and as such 
please refer to the Motec technical documentation or technical support for details of these 
strategy options and how they will affect your vehicle.  
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Useful Links: 
EFI SRL Website - https://www.efitechnology.it/main_eng.html 
EFI Support Dropbox (Software Download & Manuals) - 
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/u1cuepaz12fvxn2/AACAuMOlgqmSlkxIGISXhr3ha?dl=0 
 
 


